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Evangelist Bill Lowery Bill Lowery today.

Forty Years After Controversial Witnessing, Arrests
Christ Is The Answer Crusade
To Return To Streets Of Decatur

The man’s voice at the other end of the telephone conversation was familiar, even though I hadn’t 
talked to him in decades.

It was Evangelist Bill Lowery, who had spearheaded the “Christ Is The Answer” crusades in Decatur 
40 years ago.

Lowery told me the crusade is coming back to Decatur with a 40th reunion revival that’s going to 
be held June 15-30 at a site yet to be selected.

“It was in 1972 that we set up the tent north of the Staley viaduct,” said Lowery.  “We are going 
to raise the big top again and will activate the Jesus Plan street witnessing program hopefully with the 
cooperation of the local churches and pastors in the city.”

That’s a different approach than in 1972 when the crusade, complete with semi-trucks and 
equipment, entered the city and immediately offended a lot of people by telling them that “Jesus loves 
you.”

Lowery’s group grew out of the grassroots of the Jesus People movement of the 1960s and 1970s. 
Christ is the Answer Crusades was led by Lowery and his wife Sara. 

From 1972 to 1992 the ministry traveled from city to city throughoutthe United States utilizing 
semi-trucks, buses, camper trucks, and cars.

When they arrived in Decatur, the traveling evangelistic group was less than 100 strong and they 
made an immediate impact.  Whether it was good or bad depended on the person you talked to about 
it.

Although the revival gathering place was a huge big top-style tent, those involved in the ministry 
did “street witnessing” and several were arrested for approaching people with their message in front of 
Kmart on Pershing Road and some other places.

They also witnessed in front of the massage parlor on North Main Street and the Adult Book Store 
downtown, which obviously wasn’t good for business for either establishment and the authorities were 
called.

Apparently, the majority of customers entering those businesess did not want to be identified or 
have people tell them that “Jesus Loves You” while they were going inside to look at porn and preferred 
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a sexual message instead of a religious one.
There was a lot of negative talk about the group during the times they came to Decatur and set-up 

their tent.
A couple of locations included some undeveloped land on Route 36 East, about a half mile west of 

Airport Road, and in the 200 block of East Pershing Road, across from where Brettwood Village is 
located.

They didn’t get much support from the established Christian community or local churches.
In fact, they were often referred to as “Jesus Freaks” or “Hippie Christians” or people who needed 

a good bath -- although I never witnessed any particular problems with cleanliness when I reported on 
the group’s activities in this newspaper.

One local minister told me that Decatur didn’t need any “Hippie Jesus” message.
The fact is the crusades, despite the controversy, were having some success in Decatur.
Many people who responded to the message 40 years ago are still followers of Christ.  Some are 

active in local congregations.
Part of the planned revival will include reuniting with those who made their commitment during 

those meetings in that tent long ago and it changed their lives.
Lowery has always been a believer in “spreading the message” in the “highways and byways” of 

the world.
Obviously, he was a lot younger during those Decatur crusades that were so controversial in the 

1970s.
Lowery, who grew up in Weldon,  is 70 now and with the years has come a different approach he 

calls the “Jesus Plan”.
“When we brought the crusades to Decatur years ago, most of the people with us came from other 

places and Decatur residents didn’t know them,” he said.  
Through the new plan, Lowery says all of the 150 churches in Decatur are going to receive a letter 

asking for their involvement in this crusade.
Although he would accept more people volunteering, he is asking for one person from each church 

to help do street witnessing, such as standing at major intersections in the community carrying Bibles 
and telling people that Jesus loves them.

In his letter to local pastors, which was in the process of being mailed out when we talked late last 
week, Lowery explains the plan.

Following is, in part, the explanation that is in the letter:
“While no one congregation today, could field 200 people a day (for an extended period of time) 

each congregation COULD field, 1 person, that combined with the representative from the other 
congregations, creates a labor force that will make a significant impact within the whole community! By 
placing one representative from each congregation, on all 4 conners, of every major intersection of the 
city, (the simple act of just standing there, from 10am to 3pm, with a Bible) as a visible wittness, for a 
twelve (12) day period, significant impact within the community can be made!

“The short term goal is to ‘start’ spiritual conversation within the community, conversation 
concerning the claims of Christ and the role and purpose of the ‘local church’! This will prayerfully lead 
to long term results, with many finding Christ and subsequently their place in one of the many local 
congregations.”

Lowery told me that he will be scheduling a meeting with local pastors in the near future in order 
to talk further about the plan and how it will impact on the Decatur community. 

He said more information about the meeting will be issued as the event draws closer.
Lowery said that he was in a large community with a lot of churches recently and when he was 

checking out at one of the major box stores, he thanked the cashier and told her that “Jesus loves you.”
He also said, “I know you probably hear that a lot” considering the number of churches in the 

community.”
She replied that he was the first one who ever said that to her.
Lowery is clean-shaven these days -- at least his photo on the Christ Is The Answer website shows 

him looking much different than when he was crusading in Central Illinois decades ago.
He admits that, looking back, he should have involved the local churches a lot more, but it was a 

different time back then.
This time, his goal is to bring the churches together to “preach the Gospel” through street 

witnessing and a tent revival.
More than 40 years have passed.  The message will be the same, but the way it is presented will 

be different.
How many pastors or churches will want to be a part of the revival is a big question that must be 

answered in the planning of this event.
For those who think someone standing on a street corner with a Bible and telling people that 

“Jesus Loves You” is inappropriate, Lowery says that people don’t seem to have a problem with rental 
places, loan companies and other businesses having employees stand at the corner of intersections in 
costumes and doing dances, in order to attract customers to their businesses.

“Why would someone have a problem with a person standing on a street corner with a Bible?” he 
asked.

Decatur has changed a lot over the past 40 years.  Will the people here be more or less receptive 
to Lowery and his Christ Is The Answer crusade and the message they will be bringing?

We’ll know the answer to that question in June.

Refinancing Bonds Saves City Taxpayers Some ‘Big Bucks’

It was announced last week that a recent bond refinancing by the City of Decatur will save city 
taxpayers $2.34 million dollars in principal and interest payments over the next 13 years.

The bond refinancing took place on last week Tuesday with the savings amounting to $300,000 
more than the level of savings originally estimated by the City. 

In a release issued by Assistant City Manager Billy Tyus, it stated that 
“the total bond refinancing savings, when combined with that from a refinancing in late December 
2012, will garner more than $3.65 million in total savings for  the City over the next thirteen years, an 
annual savings in excess of a quarter million dollars per year.

“Similar to mortgage financing, bond refinancing replaces older more expensive debt with newer 
less expensive debt, thereby saving money through lower cost to repay the debt. Between the two bond 
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refundings, approximately $6 million of the $25 million debt reissue was placed locally with the 
assistance of The Brechnitz Group out of Decatur.

“The city regularly monitors financial markets to identify opportunities for savings, a practice that 
resulted in the most recent opportunities to refinance. The City last year received word that it’s Aa2 
bond rating had been reaffirmed by Moody’s Investor Services in part due to its budgetary management 
and for demonstrating ‘very strong creditworthiness relative to other US municipal or tax-exempt 
issuers or issues.’

“A bond rating is similar to a person’s individual credit rating and the better it is the less the city 
— and more importantly, taxpayers — pay in interest rates to fund important development projects.”

The refinancing is one of those things the City of Decatur does that is often under the radar 
because it’s not like promoting a major project or something that draws controversy.

Next City Council Meeting Set For Tuesday, Jan. 22

The next meeting of the Decatur City Council will be held at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday January 22, 2013 
in the City Council Chamber of the Decatur Civic Center, 1 Gary K. Anderson Plaza.

Meetings are traditionally held on the first, third and, occasionally, fifth Monday of each month. 
The next meeting is being held on a Tuesday in deference to the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. holiday 
being observed on Monday, January 21, 2013.

Union Office Closed Quickly

Carpenter Local 742 offices on South Taylorville Road closed its doors abruptly last week.
We received a call from an employee last week about their subscription and she told us she just 

found out that it was closing the previous day and was in the office to finish closing it down and it was 
her last day.

I found out later the union is consolidating its operations into a central location in Springfield. 

* * * *

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY.

Posted 1/16/13

'Perks' Of Serving In Public Office Span From The Presidency 
To Municipal Boards

I think most citizens, whether Democrat, Republican or with no party affiliation, are increasingly 
surprised by the cost of “the care and feeding” of public officeholders.

My “Viewpoint” column this week (page 3 in the print edition) is “Where Have You Gone Harry 
Truman?” and is about a much simpler time for the presidency, when the 33rd president was frugal in 
what he expected taxpayers to pay in giving him the tools he needed to do a good job and what he 
wanted to receive personally for serving as the nation’s chief executive.

Truman was the classic example of a public servant who didn’t seek to enrich himself at the 
taxpayers’ expense or expect to be treated like a king.

He was not a rich man when he assumed the presidency and he was on a recent list of the five 
poorest presidents in our history.

He didn’t have a huge entourage with him whenever he traveled or made public appearances.
In fact, not long after he left the presidency he and wife, Bess, made a cross country car trip 

spending a night at the Parkview Motel at Pershing & 22nd Street.
He ate at Groves Restaurant and a photo shot by a Herald & Review photographer showed Truman 

getting his own bags out of the trunk of his car.
There were no Secret Service agents surrounding him, even though some of his decisions created 

hatred by a lot of people affected by them.
Today, it is hard to imagine a U. S. President, or former President, living and traveling the way 

that Truman did.
It is a different world.
Now, presidents and congressmen are treated like royalty by the taxpayers.
The recent Hawaiian vacation of President Obama was estimated to cost nearly $7 million dollars 

and there’s a total of nearly $20 million for the four vacations that he has taken since being sworn into 
office.

It’s not so much the salaries that top level politicians enjoy -- it’s all the perks and entitlements 
that come with the offices where they are elected to “serve the public”.

For the most part, the public serves them with a lifestyle that most could never hope to enjoy if 
they weren’t “dedicated to public service” and working for “our good”. 

True At All Levels

While it is easy to point a finger at the excesses of the chief executive and other officeholders in 
national and state positions, similar “entitlements” are taken advantage of at local levels in many 
communities -- although they are usually ‘small potatoes” when it comes to comparing them with the 
excesses in Washington.

Every once-in-a-while there will be a story pop up about a public officeholder in a small 
community who has used taxpayers’ money as a personal expense account.

One of the advantages of the council/manager form of government, which we’ve had in Decatur 
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for over a  half century, is that it reduces the opportunities for elected officials to cheat the taxpayers 
out of money -- and I’m not implying that we have anyone serving on council that would consider doing 
such a thing.

However, once elected to office, it is fairly easy to take advantage of a few small “perks” that are 
available.

I’ve met a few city council members over the decades I’ve been editor of this newspaper who felt 
“entitled” to everything they could get out of the office, because they were giving up their time to 
serve and their time should be worth something.

I never saw that as a legitimate argument before I served as mayor and especially during the years 
I was in office. 

Those who serve on most public boards don’t receive any salary -- they serve out of a sense of 
duty and want  to do something for the community.

The mayor and city council have an advantage over those who serve on other boards because they 
receive stipends for their service -- although no one is going to get rich living off of what they make in 
being elected mayor or city council member.

The mayor receives $8,000 per year and council members receive $4,000 each per year for their 
service.

If you average the number of hours the mayor works, it’s probably the lowest paid job in the city.
Not only that, but, when I became mayor, I had to forfeit all of the city legals that the Decatur 

Tribune was running each week, which was far more each year than the $8,000 stipend. 
I also know that, in my case, as I’m sure was the case with others who served, I also gave up the 

money I could have made by doing more to expand my business during those years.
Obviously, anyone who believes any mayor or city councilman in Decatur ran for the office because 

of “the money” doesn’t know much about the pay scale.
I was happy and honored to serve as mayor, but, believe me, money was never a consideration.

Travel Expenses Can Add Up

A lot of travel expense to conventions, seminars and other outings is often claimed by 
officeholders who feel they can be a better officeholder for the people by taking a trip and attending a 
seminar -- and enjoying a little vacation at the same time.

As far as the city council was concerned I always felt that the Illinois Municipal League’s annual 
conference  offered a good opportunity for city council members and staff to learn valuable information 
that would help them serve the city better.

However, I think elected officials attending any such meetings need to be circumspect in how 
much they bill the taxpayers for the expenses of the convention.

I never submitted a bill for reimbursement on anything I did that required travel, gasoline, meals, 
etc.

I always felt that the stipends the mayor and each council member received should be used to 
cover such expenses.

Mike Carrigan, who was mayor pro tem when I served, had similar feelings and over the years that 
he served on the council I don’t remember him ever turning much back in the form of expenses for the 
taxpayers to foot the bill.

City Council Policy Changed

One time, when I felt that a council member’s number of out-of-state conferences, expenses for 
travel, etc., got to be excessive, I pushed through a council policy which required approval by the 
council to authorize major conference trips and, if approved, the councilman would have to issue a 
report to the council on what he or she learned and how it made the trip worthwhile.

The majority of council members approved the measure, but I don’t think a couple of the 
members were too happy about it.

Of course, a few people complained a few years later that I wasn’t doing anything because I had 
only $16 in expenses for the years I served.

I was upset about the $16 (which was for a ticket to a local seminar).  I wasn’t aware that it had 
been paid by the city because I didn’t turn it in for reimbursement.

One incident, which I’m not sure most of the members of the council were aware of at the time, 
was when a council member used the position to  advantage when the councilperson’s car had to be 
repaired and the councilperson ordered a city-owned car to drive to make an out-of-town trip.

City cars are not to be used by the mayor or city council members, but that didn’t make much 
difference.

Fortunately, that happened only once and was immediately stopped -- and that was one time too 
many.

There was a time or two when a councilperson ordered a city crew be sent to help stage a public 
relations television spot at a certain area of town.

The then-city manager was out of town that day and his assistant granted the request which went 
over like a lead balloon when the city manager returned.

No Authority To Order Employees To Do Anything

The mayor and city council members have no authority to order city workers to do anything or to 
use city-owned vehicles or other equipment.

The city manager is council’s employee and their authority does not extend to the workers under 
him.

There are a few other examples of council members overstepping their authority, but all are quite 
minor when compared to what goes on in some other forms of government.

Sometimes, newly-elected council members will overstep their authority before they know they 
don’t have the authority to do what they want to do.

Overall, I think our council/manager form of government operates fairly smoothly in keeping the 
“care and feeding” expense of this public body at very little cost to the taxpayers.

Of course, some may believe certain decisions made by the council cost the taxpayers more than 
they should -- but that’s another issue that deserves some insight in some future column. 
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* * *

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY.

Posted 1/9/13

Just When I Thought I Had Heard It All...
I’ve read a lot of news stories during the decades that I’ve been editor of the Decatur Tribune, but 

there was one coming out of the Social Security Administration (SSA) office in Baltimore, Maryland, that 
definitely put it in the “Just When I Thought I Had Heard It All Department”.

A federal employee of that office was formally reprimanded a few weeks ago for “excessive 
workplace flatulence”.

The reprimand was given to him in the form of a five-page letter that included a log of 
representative dates and times when he was recorded “releasing the awful and unpleasant odor” in his 
Baltimore office.

The reprimand letter accused him of “conduct unbecoming a federal officer,” and he was also 
informed that his “uncontrollable flatulence” had created an “intolerable” and “hostile” environment 
for coworkers, several of whom had lodged complaints with supervisors.

The male worker, 38, responded that he had some kind of medical condition but the SSA manager 
didn’t believe him stating that “nothing that you have submitted has indicated that you would have 
uncontrollable flatulence. It is my belief that you can control this condition.”

Apparently, the reprimanded employee had been spoken to about his flatulence several times over 
a period of several months and advised the “problem” was the reason none of his co-workers were 
willing to assist him with his work. 

ANOTHER supervisor spoke to the employee and asked if he could “make it to the restroom before 
releasing the awful and unpleasant odor.”

That supervisor said the employee told her that he would turn her fan on when it happened, but 
she replied that “turning on the fan would cause the smell to spread and worsen the air quality in the 
module.”

The reprimand letter stated “The following dates show the time of your flatulence.”
What followed was a log listing 17 separate dates (and 60 specific times) on which the employee 

passed gas. For example, the man’s Sept. 19 output included nine instances of flatulence, beginning at 
9:45 AM and concluding at 4:30 PM.

“The man was also accused of launching a trio of attacks on September 11th.”
I’m not sure of the significance of the 9/11 gas release attacks.  
Maybe he intended them to be a reminder of the horrific terrorist attacks on our nation that 

happened on that date.
From the information in the story, it is going to take a lot to fire him for his “inappropriate 

conduct”.
He sure is making life miserable for the other people working in the office.
I don’t know if this is an isolated problem or employees in other places experience it and just 

don’t report someone attacking their senses.
Probably, people are too embarrassed to complain to their supervisors about it.
Maybe wearing a haz-mat suit to the office would drop a hint.
Now that this story has been “released” it may give others who have been sickened by the problem 

the courage to speak out.
Maybe, in addition to “no smoking” ordinances, there could also be “no flatulence” in public 

places laws.
Public flatulence supporters could have areas outside of workplaces to use designated (with 

appropriate signage) as “flatulence areas”.
Probably designated smoking and flatulence areas should be separated by some distance --

because smokers lighting up their cigarettes near a flatulence area could cause a major explosion!
The fact that this problem is finally coming out of the closet is both repulsive and liberating.
As far as the Baltimore SSA employee’s reprimand, I don’t think we’ve heard, or smelled, the last 

of him.
Based on his history, I’m sure he’ll fight the reprimand and raise a big stink over it!

Posted 1/5/13

Threats To Vote Out Local Boards' Incumbents 
Not Getting Much Traction

How effective are threats to vote local public officials off of boards on election day? 
Over the last many months there’s been criticisms through “letters to the editor”, public forums 

and casual conversations about “getting rid” of board members through voting them out of office in the 
next election -- which will be in the spring.

Now that we know who the candidates are for election, or re-election, to some of those offices 
that have received the most criticism, there’s a sense I get of what the odds are there will be much 
change by voting people out of office.

Here’s my “start of the year” analysis of some of the local races.

Decatur Park Board
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A board that has taken some harsh criticism the past few years about the closing of part of Lake 
Shore Drive and other changes in Nelson Park, is the Decatur Park Board. 

Still, that anger does not seem to be playing out in three of the four candidates that are seeking 
the two open seats.

Chris Riley, one of the incumbents, is running for re-election.  (Present board member Don Luy will 
not seek re-election for the other open seat, but that decision is not related to anything on the park 
board issues.)

Tony Clark, an unsuccessful candidate in the last election, is going to run again to see if he can be 
successful this time and his campaign still has a major focus on the Lake Shore Drive issue and other 
changes the board is making.

There is a new face in the race, with the announcement that local banker Chris Harrison is also 
running for the park board.

His views regarding the direction the park board has the district headed seem to be generally 
consistent with the board’s present thrust.

Retired judge John Davis was the last to file and has already issued a news release challenging 
Clark to be more than a naysayer.

“I cannot understand the criticisms of Mr. Clark,” said Davis. “He is opposed to the closing of Lake 
Shore Drive in Nelson Park. He is opposed to the lakefront development. He is opposed to the penguin 
exhibit at Scovill Zoo. He says they (the Board of Commissioners) are going  in the wrong direction.

“What is the right direction, Mr. Clark?
“Unfortunately, it always seems that the naysayers and naydoers have the loudest voice. The truth 

of the matter is that the Park District is doing a fantastic job for the most part in keeping with the 
declining tax base and population. Are there problems? Of course, there are. Are there solutions? Of 
course there are. Will those solutions be popular with everyone? Of course they will not. But, decisions 
have to be made and solutions made or we will never make any progress.

“The lakefront has needed upgrading for years. We have to realize that Lake Shore Drive was 
never intended to be a thoroughfare. It was access to the park.”

Obviously, he doesn’t agree with the positions of Clark.
Like the last Decatur Park District election, this may be a race to either affirm or reject the 

direction the present board is moving in relation to park plans.
I believe Riley will win re-election to his third six-year term.  He is one of the faces of the changes 

the park district has been making.
Those who don’t like the changes will vote against Riley and vote for Clark. 
Should Clark beat the odds and win he would not have enough support to make changes in the 

direction the district is heading, but his election would put an outspoken opponent of some of the 
district’s actions in recent years on the board.

The two park board seats up for election represent definite contrasting opinions on the direction 
the park district is going.  The election is a referendum about that direction.

City Council Race

For those who want to get rid of all of the city council candidates who are running in the spring 
election, that’s not even close to happening.

Three council seats are up for election and all of the criticism of council members on various 
issues, and threats to remember them on election day, didn’t scare any of them out of running again.

The three incumbents, Jerry Dawson, Julie Moore Wolfe and Patrick McDaniel didn’t show any 
hesitation in announcing their re-election plans.

There’s only two challengers, Derrick L. Thaxton Sr. and Craig Wilson.
As I mentioned in an earlier column, those who know them tell me that  Thaxton and Wilson are 

both nice guys.  
I have talked briefly with Thaxton and believe he is running for the right reasons.  He showed he 

was serious about his candidacy by immediately sending out his packet of information and platform 
planks when he declared himself a candidate.

I have not talked with Wilson, or received any material from him, but certainly will as we get 
closer to the election.

Actually, it is my responsibility to contact him, than he to contact me.
However, I’ve found over the years that candidates who are serious and aggressively run their 

campaigns are anxious for all members of the media to receive as much material about them as they 
can assemble.

The absence of a lot of challengers in the city council race shows that there is not a groundswell of 
public opinion to stop the direction the city council is headed.  Complaints that we hear or read about 
the council from time to time, do not constitute a public outcry of sizeable proportions.

If it did, there would be more candidates in this race.
In my opinion, if the election was held today, the three incumbents would win -- and I don’t see 

that result changing much. All three of the incumbents have great name recognition and that, in itself, 
is hard to beat unless any of them do something really stupid between now and election day -- and 
that’s highly unlikely.

Richland Board Of Trustees

The race that will attract the least amount of attention is the one for two seats on the Richland 
Community College Board of Trustees.

Incumbent Dale Colee of Forsyth is running for re-election to another six-year term.  The other 
current board member, Amy Bliefnick, is not running for re-election.

David Cooprider and Josh Rohrscheib are the two other candidates.
Cooprider and Rohrscheib are actually fighting over one seat, because Colee, in my opinion, will 

win re-election.
The question is whether Cooprider’s resume will trump the young, energetic, community service-

minded attorney Rohrscheib and his networking experience through social media?
There’s not really a bad candidate in this race.
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I believe the board and RCC President Gayle Saunders have done a great job in continuing to move 
Richland ahead.

One Incumbent, Ten Challengers In School Board Race

The Decatur School Board election is where 90% of the attention will be focused this time around.
Four seats are up for election and there are 11 candidates.
School Board President Dan Winter, is the only incumbent who filed to run for re-election.
I’m not sure of the various reasons that three of the four present board members decided not to 

run,  but that is a sizeable number.
Other candidates are Barry Buttz, Alida Graham, T. J. Jackson, Jr., Robert Madison Jr., Duane 

McCoskey, Billy Roberts, William Smith, Fred Spannaus, Tony Wilkins and Karl Meurlot.
I mentioned in last week’s column, before I knew the names of all of the candidates, that I 

believed this election would be a referendum on Supintendent Gloria Davis and the job that she is 
doing.

I haven’t seen or heard anything during the past week that would change that observation.
In fact, this race reminds me of the old preacher who was asked how many active members he had 

in his congregation and he said “100.  There’s 50 actively for me and 50 actively working against me.”
There’s not much doubt that, if enough anti-Davis candidates get elected, she will not be in the 

job for very long. (Some letters to the editor in recent months have indicated those feelings.)
I believe some of the candidates are in the race to prevent that from happening because they 

support the job she is doing and saw some other candidates as anti-Davis.
However, I think there is a third mindset in this race and this was mentioned to me by one of the 

candidates in a private conversation.
He basically said that he wasn’t running to fire or keep Davis on the job.  He was running in order 

to deal with some of the big issues confronting the district.
He told me that he feels that Davis doesn’t fully realize that she works for the school board, the 

school board doesn’t work for her.
I have a sense that, if moderates are elected to the open seats, that the superintendent/board 

relationship will be made much clearer.
With eleven candidates, including one incumbent, vying for the four open seats, which ones do I 

think will win?
I don’t have a clue on this day and there will be a lot of forums and conversations (and maybe 

some ugliness) before this race is decided.
But, when the votes are counted, the result will be extremely important to the whole community.

Just Observations

Obviously, what I have written today should be considered merely observations at the first of the 
year, not necessarily endorsements of candidates.

This is also being written months before the actual election is held.  There’s a lot that can happen 
in the community and to/with the candidates between now and election day.

I’ll have a lot more on these races and others which directly impact our community as we get 
closer to election day.

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday 
morning over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY.

Posted 1/2/13

* * * *

Earlier Posts

Some Final Thoughts To End Another Year
It's hard to believe that we’ve come to the end of another year.  
Where does the time go?
It seems that the older I get, the faster the months and years fly by.
I was discussing the subject with Brian Byers of WSOY’s Byers & Co., the other day and Brian told 

me the reason the years get shorter the older you get, is because each year represents a smaller 
percentage of your life.

As an example of Brian’s theory, when I was ten years old, a year was 10% of my life. (A year did 
seem like a long time back then -- especially the school year.)

If I live to be 100 years old (my dad made it to 92), a year will be 1% of my life.
If I’m still editing this newspaper at 100 years of age (think of the “Scrapbook” material I will have 

from personal experience) the weekly deadline, which comes fast enough now, will seem to arrive every 
five minutes instead of once every seven days!

I also heard a more graphic explanation of why time goes by so fast as we get older.
The comparison is made with a roll of toilet paper -- the closer you get to the end the faster it 

unrolls!
I guess life, for many people, is kind of like that.
It’s a standard joke in our family (especially with our military son) that all of my sons will retire 

before I do -- and they hope I can get time off from the newspaper to attend their retirement parties. 
My answer is that they need to make sure the party is held after that week’s edition goes to press. (I’m 
joking, but don’t tell them.)

This past year, several of my friends have retired and some acquaintances have passed away.
Some were younger -- most were older.
My life has been blessed with family and friends I love very much and career choices that have 

always been challenging, but deeply satisfying -- especially in what they do for others. 
Obviously, I’ve always been very “hands on” when it comes to publishing this newspaper and 

deeply involved in every aspect of it.
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In many ways, the newspaper has become an extension of what I am and the way I see our 
community.

With next week’s edition I will be starting my 44th year as editor and publisher of this newspaper 
(you can’t accuse me of being a job hopper).

A lot has changed in our lives, the community and nation during those years.  There has also been 
a lot of changes in the way we publish the newspaper each week.

We’ve traveled from the old rat-infested building on East Wood Street in 1969-70, with crude, 
beat-up equipment, to up-to-date technology and modern offices and facilities that produce the 
newspaper week-after-week in a way I never imagined when I started.

Thanks to God, family, friends, staff members and countless subscribers and businesses who have 
supported this newspaper over the years.

As I reflect on the past year and look forward to another one,  I realize how blessed I am, and have 
been over the years, to publish this newspaper in such a great community.

Thank you for all of your support and devotion to the Trib over the years -- and I hope that will 
continue as we move towards 2013. 

May God richly bless our community, our nation and especially YOU in the new year, just as He has 
blessed me in so many ways.

Posted 12/31/12

Congressman-Elect Davis Staying In Touch
It was nice of Congressman-elect Rodney Davis to stop by the Decatur Tribune to chat recently. 
Davis continues to focus a lot of attention on Decatur and Macon County and indicated that he will 

be checking in with us in the future -- as he often did while running to get elected to the office.
One of the reasons Davis won the election over Dr. David Gill is that he saw, from the beginning, 

that Decatur and Macon County would play important roles in his election.  He was right -- and he is not 
going to forget us.

It’s going to be great having one Congressman representing us, instead of three, as has been the 
case.

Sometimes, when your county is divided into three separate districts, you don’t get the attention 
that you need -- although we’ve had some good Congressmen over the years under the old system.

Ray LaHood spent a lot of time in Decatur and, as mayor, I had more contact with and help from 
LaHood than the others combined.

Helen Albert, who will run Congressman Davis’ District Office in Decatur, was also with him in his 
recent visit to the Trib.

Helen was an obvious choice for the job.  She ran the local office for (in the order they served) 
Senators Duane Noland, Frank Watson and Kyle McCarter over the years and, although the Davis job will 
be at the Congressional level, she will continue to serve us, and the new Congressman, with the same 
quality service.

I have no doubt about that.
By the way, Congressman Davis’ district office will be located in the beautiful building directly 

west of the Macon Coun-ty Courthouse.  (For old-timers in Decatur, it is the former Security Savings & 
Loan Building)

A lot of work has been done on that building and some remodeling will take place to make the 
office even more accessible to the public. 

The office should be open and ready to help consituents, by the middle of January.
It’s a good location because it has plenty of parking.
An additional bonus is that Helen will finally have an office with windows after working in the 

office on the lower level of One Main Place for a lot of years.

The Parking Space Reappears!
A couple of weeks ago, I mentioned how the parking space numbering in one row of the municipal 

parking garage south of the library was misnumbered (parking space 101 was left out, as in 100, 102, 
etc) and threw off, by one, all of the other numbers to the end of the row.

Well, the numbers were repainted a day or two after the item appeared in this column and all of 
the numbers and spaces are now consecutive.  

Thank you.
What do you think the odds are that a number would be left out of a row of parking spaces that 

runs the length of the garage?
And, what do you think the odds are that, out of the hundreds of spaces in municipal parking 

garages, the space omitted was one of several leased by the year by the Decatur Tribune, who has an 
editor that was sure to notice it and write about it in the newspaper?

The odds were, maybe, 1 in 101.

Posted 12/27/12
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                  Rough pencil sketch of Central Park proposed changes in May, 2003.

Proposed Central Park Changes In Rough Sketch In 2003 

When I was looking back through my files for material involving the four-part “Scrapbook” series 
on Central Park that I recently printed in the Trib, I came across a rough sketch (pictured above) of 
changes that were being considered for the area that Massie Massie & Associates had drawn after I was 
elected mayor in 2003.  

As you can tell by the 5/7/03 date at the bottom of the sketch, redoing Central Park was an 
immediate priority (as in the same week I took office) because so much of it was looking so bad --
especially the Transfer House, bandstage and seating area.  

Nearly ten years later, Central Park is undergoing massive changes and will be quite different by 
the time the work is finished next year.  

It’s improvement is part of the transformation of the downtown area.
Several months ago, I printed the color proposed designs later made which gave a little clearer 

picture of what was intended back then. 

Although today’s enhancement of the park is far more extensive than what we started with in the 
initial sketch, I found it interesting that a few aspects are the same. 

The oval sidewalk layout running through the park was proposed ten years ago and it made the 
final design of today’s enhancements.  

There was no plan to move the Civil War statue to the south side of the park or the Vietnam 
Memorial to the north side of the park which are parts of the current plan.

However, the plans included a lot of terracing, especially on the east end where the Transfer 
House was located.

I like the work being done in Central Park and, the final plans approved by the present city council 
are much more extensive than what were proposed a decade ago.

Kudos to all involved for moving ahead with something that needed to be done for a long time.  
It’s a big mess, now but it will look great when it is finished.

* * *
Posted 12/20/12

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY. 

Some Observations On City Manager's Raise
The Decatur City Council approved a new five-year contract amendment for City Manager Ryan 

McCrady.
Good or bad move?
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There’s no question in my mind that McCrady deserves the annual salary and benefit adjustments. 
The council packet reveals that a comparison of city manager salaries in Champaign, Peoria, 

Bloomington and Normal showed the average compensation package for those cities for the same 
position to be $174,606.

It’s been no big secret that recent city managers in Decatur have not been compensated in the 
same way they are in other communities.

As of December 1, 2012, McCrady will receive a salary of $146,003.00 and will receive a 5% raise 
and a 5% increase in car allowance for each of the following four years.

As I recall, during the four years he has been here, McCrady has received only one raise.
That should help close the gap between the city manager’s compensation and other comparable 

cities. 
Since McCrady started his work as city manager three or four months after the completion of my 

mayoral service, I didn’t work with him in an official capacity.
However, as someone who worked closely with both a long-time previous city manager and the 

interim city manager before McCrady, I certainly have an appreciation for what is involved in the job 
and how well he does it.

McCrady came during a difficult economic time when the nation was in an economic downturn 
(and we still haven’t come out of it) and had to guide the city council through some choppy economic 
waters.

The city council has not been a rubber stamp (as a few people indicate) but the members  have 
demonstrated a lot of confidence in McCrady’s abilities.

There is not much public discord between the city manager, mayor and city council.
That makes for an excellent environment for a city manager -- and one which any city manager 

would appreciate.
I can tell you from first-hand experience there is not a lot of really good, experienced available 

city managers floating around these days which makes McCrady a solid candidate for a position in 
another community with a higher compensation package.

The city council did the right thing with the five-year extension and the appropriate raises to 
firmly say “we like the job you are doing and we want you to stay as our city manager”.

Besides, I know that McCrady and his family like Decatur and the council’s actions regarding his 
compensation package will only add to his desire to stay right here.

Although McCrady couldn’t have been successful without the council approving his direction, there 
is no question he should receive a lot of the credit for where the City of Decatur stands today.

This is a solid combination between the elected members of the city council and the city manager.
I like McCrady as a person and as a professional and believe he is someone we don’t want to lose.
I really can’t imagine much, if any, negative discussion regarding his future with the city.
After all, you want to keep a city manager happy that is doing a good job and making you look 

good. 

City Manager Evaluation, Agreement Sessions Can Sometimes Be Intense

Obviously, I wasn’t in the closed session where the city council met to discuss Ryan McCrady’s 
performance and compensation, but I was in several city manager evaluation closed sessions when I was 
mayor so I know what happens in such sessions -- because I chaired them.

The only people allowed in the meeting are the mayor and six city council members and they 
discuss his performance and any compensation or agreement changes they want to make.

I well remember one closed session where one of the council members thought he was going to be 
able to fire the city manager, and even alerted the media to be standing by because the city manager 
was going to be fired.

I received several calls during the day from the local news media asking what was going to happen 
at the closed session and I told all of them that it was going to be an evaluation session and not 
anything more.

Although what was said inside the meeting remains “closed” there was no firing of the city 
manager or anything close to it -- just a routine evaluation although I use the word “routine” loosely.

When the session was over a couple members of the news media were waiting for the “Big News” 
but there was no “Big News”.

It is the responsibility of the mayor to tell the city manager about his evaluation results by the 
council.

I couldn’t help but think that, had the council taken an unusual step and fired the city manager 
that night, the news media would have had the story before I would even had the chance to reach him 
and tell him about it.

Mayor Mike McElroy and Councilman Pat Laegeler are the only two members left on council who 
served with me at the time.

Although I haven’t asked them about it, I’m sure they are finding the present city manager’s 
evaluation sessions less dramatic and stressful than they once were.

Since it is the mayor who talks to the city manager about the council’s evaluation and/or 
compensation, I’m sure when McElroy notified McCrady about what the council decided, it was a very 
enjoyable conversation to have -- for both men.

* * * *

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY. 

Posted 12/19/12

‘Who Knows What Evil Lurks In The Hearts Of Men?’
When I was a kid, there was a radio program that always started with a man’s voice asking: “Who 

knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men?”
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It always made a slight chill run up my young spine when I heard it start the popular radio drama.
The man’s voice would then answer “The Shadow knows.”

I’ve thought a lot about that question since the news hit Friday about the horrific tragedy at Sandy 
Hook Elementary School in Newtown, Conn. 

Adam Lanza, 20, fatally shot his mother in the face and then went to the school where he killed 
six adults and 20 children before killing himself.

The massacre was so shocking that veteran police officers and other responders came out of the 
dreadful crime scene visibly shaken with tears in their eyes. Grief counselors had to be provided for 
many of them because of what they saw inside that building.

President Obama, in a rare display of public emotion, wiped tears from his eyes as he made a 
statement to the nation about the slaughter of the little children and the adults who tried to protect 
them from harm.

Veteran news reporters, who routinely cover death and destruction, were emotionally moved by 
this story in a way I’ve never seen.  

Some almost lost their on-camera composure and a few broke down in tears in trying to report the 
tragic story.

It seemed that all of America, and beyond, mourned the deaths of the caring adults and sweet 
children.

BY THE time you read this column, countless reports about the murders will have been aired, along 
with many opinions on why it happened and what can be done to prevent it from happening again. 

There will have been debates, which will continue, about gun control issues, greater security 
measures for schools and signs to look for in someone who is mentally unstable and could be capable of 
committing such atrocities on children and adults.

While evil manifested itself in that Connecticut school building Friday morning, so did goodness.
We’ve also been touched by the heroic actions of the principal, teachers and school personnel who 

put themselves in the killer’s way to protect the children -- and six gave their lives in heroic efforts.
It was a battle between good and evil -- a young man who wanted to kill children against those 

who wanted to save children.
It was a confrontation between a heart filled with hate and hearts filled with love for the innocent 

students.
Adam Lanza went to that school to kill as many children as he could, knowing that he would also 

be killed -- either by police bullets or by his own gun. He had enough bullets to kill everyone and would 
have done so.

That’s pure evil incarnate!

The longer I live the more I believe the real battles of life are between forces of good and evil and 
that conflict starts in the heart of man.  That’s why the real solutions to life’s problems are not 
political, but spiritual.

Certainly, mental health issues rise to the top of needed attention in this particular tragedy -- and 
many others.

However, there is no policy or legislation, regardless of how well-intentioned, that can effectively 
deal with what’s inside a person’s heart who would commit such violence. 

Legislative measures can only attempt to discourage or control evil actions, not cure them. 

I believe the message of Christmas is one of hope, not despair. The “good news” of Christ’s birth is 
that God loves us and was willing to  send His Son to give us the power to overcome evil with good in 
our lives -- both here and into eternity.

“Who knows what evil lurks in the hearts of men?”
We found out at Sandy Hook Elementary School on Friday--when we saw the devastation in human 

life left in its wake.
I believe that, without faith in God, we don’t have a prayer to overcome evil in an unstable world.

* * *
Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday 
morning over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY. 

Posted 12/19/12

Drive-By Pumpkin Attack Could Create Big Issue
There was a “drive-by pumpkin attack” on a woman in Stockton, California, recently.
The woman was taking a leisurely walk late one night when, according to the police, she was hit in 

the chest with a pumpkin that someone hurled at her from a speeding car.
Police labeled the incident as a “drive-by assault”.
The woman had to be transported to the hospital due to severe pain in her chest, but she is going 

to be okay.
It is not my intent to lessen the seriousness of this attack but the news conjured up all sorts of 

comparisons about “drive-by shootings” and “drive-by hurlings”.
As jumpy as some people are these days, I hope the attack doesn’t start a movement to take 

pumpkins out of the hands of everyone who has not been the subject of a background check. 
I hope there is not a demand that all farmers and people who raise gardens to bring their pumpkins 

to police headquarters and turn them in to the authorities to keep them off the streets, doorsteps, 
windows and holiday table settings. 

After all, a pumpkin was used as a weapon and could have killed the Stockton woman.
I want to remind anyone with such a ridiculous idea that “pumpkins don’t hurt people -- pumpkin 

hurlers hurt people”!
I strongly believe that “when pumpkins are banned, only pumpkin hurlers will have pumpkins”.
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There is no question in my mind that the majority of people in this country possess pumpkins for 
the right reasons -- to carve, decorate and to eat during one season of the year.

But, as long as there are a few “pumpkin hurlers” at large it means decent, pumpkin moderates, 
will be “pumpkinized” for wanting to protect their right to possess pumpkins for “piefully purposes”.

I’m optimistic that we can stop this rash of hurlings (well, there’s been one) and not go off the 
deep end and “carve up” our Constitutional right to patronize the pumpkin patch.

Still, I’m realistic enough to worry about the “slippery slope” if we allow pumpkins to be burdened 
with regulations and background checks.

What’s next -- tomatoes, watermelons and cantalope?
Who knows when all sorts of fruits and vegetables will become weapons that need to be registered 

with Homeland Security?  
Once that door is opened, who knows what may be hurled through it?
The reality is that more people are killed each year in this nation by drunk drivers than by guns, 

pumpkins, knives, rocks or anything else.
I don’t see anyone standing up and wanting to ban vehicles or a person’s right to drink?
If someone wants to inflict harm or death on another, whether it is premeditated or spur-of-the-

moment, he can find a wide assortment of weapons in the normal household, its garden or the shelves 
of supermarkets.

I hope the day arrives when we can beat our swords into plowshares and our pumpkins into pie.
The basic truth of the matter is that what a man carries in his hand is not the problem -- it’s what 

he carries in his heart.

Posted 12/13/12

Oops!  Someone Had A Problem With Consecutive Numbers 

The municipal parking garage on the southeast corner of Franklin & Main recently had a lot of work 
done on it.

It looks pretty nice but when the numbers were put back on the parking spaces, someone must 
have lost count.

The numbers went 97, 98, 99, 100, 102.
What happened to 101?
Number 101 wasn't in the space after 100, but it was 102 and threw off all of the numbers on the 

parking spaces all the way to the east end of the garage.
For those “misnumbered” spaces, something was painted over the last digit(s) in each space and I 

assume they will be repainted with the correct number.
Maybe parking space 101 is where they park the “stealth bomber”.
How did I discover the error?  Wouldn’t you know that, out of that entire parking lot, the row that 

was misnumbered included the spaces of some of the employees of this newspaper.

How Would That Be Possible In City Council Race?

I couldn’t help but chuckle after reading someone’s blog entry who was upset with the city council 
and wrote that all of the incumbents up for election should be voted out of office in April’s election.

Hmmmm.  Let’s see...there are three incumbents running for three open seats on council, and 
they have two challengers.

There aren’t enough challengers (2) to fill the three seats up for election.
That means it would be impossible to “vote out” all three of the incumbents -- because, at least 

one of them will be re-elected.
I guess math wasn’t the writer’s strong subject in school.
Probably such comments would be more effective if the writers would take time to study what’s 

going on.
Of course, there’s always the option of a “write-in” campaign by other challengers.
That’s not going to happen. 

More On Forsyth's $50,000 Contribution To Golf Tournament

Last week’s item in this column in which I expressed the feeling the City of Decatur should not 
give $50,000 to match the Village of Forsyth’s $50,000 in support of the annual Symetra Tour 
event, drew quite-a-bit of response.

As I’m writing this, there wasn’t anyone who wrote or commented to me about it, who was in 
favor of it.

The event is held at the Hickory Point Golf Course and has been successful over the years --
although the past few years, it’s been more difficult to find the financial support needed to keep it 
going.

Village of Forsyth Trustee Bob Rasho told me  the village was looking for ways to use the 
hotel/motel tax fund that had accumulated to a sizeable amount over the years.

I think that was the major reason the trustees decided to contribute to it.
Rasho said that, since the Village of Forsyth, unlike the City of Decatur, is not a home rule 

community, the funds accumulated cannot be transferred to another account to be used for other 
purposes.

The City of Decatur pretty much drained its hotel/motel tax fund (which built up primarily to 
use for “Looking for Lincoln” projects) in order to deal with the impact of the recession not long 
after I left office.

Rasho was right.  The City of Decatur, as a home rule community, can, and did, transfer those 
funds to be used for more immediate needs.

Rasho also told me the Village of Forsyth has stopped collecting the tax for that purpose 
because they haven’t used much of what they accumulated.

In some ways, the recipient of the tax (the Village of Forsyth) can be compared to a person 
who wins the lottery.
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There is no end to the number of people and organizations that approach  a community with 
ideas on how that money can help them.

Macon County Board Goes Republican But Re-Elects Democratic Chair

Congratulations to Macon County Board Chairman Democrat Jay Dunn who was re-elected to 
the post last week by a 12-9 vote, despite the board having a majority of Republican members. 

The Nov. 6th election  put the Republicans in the majority by a 11-10 margin, which meant 
Dunn needed at least one of the Republicans to vote for a Democrat in order for him to keep his 
chairmanship.

Dunn got two: Republicans David Williams and Greg Matting-ley, which means, even though it 
was the first time in a lot of years that Republicans grabbed the board majority, a Democrat was 
elected chair.

Effective Dec. 14, Williams will be chair of the Transportation Committee and Mattingley will 
be chair of the Justice Committee.

Were the two chair appointments the rewards for voting for Dunn?
Dunn said he made no promises for their votes and the two were appointed because they were 

qualified.
There probably won’t be any “Season’s Greetings” cards from the Republican Party sent to 

Williams and Mattingley this year.
After all, the Republican Party in area races didn’t have a whole lot to cheer about this year, 

but grabbing the majority on the county board was a bright spot -- and they still didn’t get the 
chairman’s job.

Getting away from the “party politics” of the board, I think Chairman Jay Dunn has done a 
pretty solid job in the position.

Under his leadership the county’s finances are looking better -- and that’s evidenced by a 
recently approved budget that is  “in the black”.

That’s not easy to do in these difficult times.
Jay Dunn and I have always gotten along okay.  Although he wasn’t the board chairman when I 

served as mayor, he was a solid member of the county board and I always found him open-minded 
to new ideas and ways of doing things.

We met at different times at meetings between the city and county regarding common 
interests and I always found him to be reasonable in his comments.

He has his faults, like all of us, but you can’t argue with the direction that county government 
has been moving under his leadership as chair.

Still, it is easy to understand how Republicans feel betrayed by Williams and Mattingley.

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday 
morning over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY. 

Posted 12/12/12

* * *

‘When Are You Going To Get Rid Of That...?'
There's a verse that has been printed in every print edition of this newspaper since I became 

editor and publisher in 1969.
It’s located on page 2 at the top of the identification box at the bottom of column one.
It’s Psalm 33:12, which reads: “Blessed  is the nation whose God is the Lord.”
It’s printed as part of the “Opinion Page” and has remained there over the decades because I 

believed it the day I placed it in the first edition and I believe it even more today.

Back when I purchased this newspaper, I hit the streets going to every business to solicit 
advertising to keep the Tribune going.

I was appalled in those early days at how that psalm seemed to upset a few potential advertisers.
I remember a business owner who was leafing through the pages as I was talking with him about 

the Tribune and he went back to page 2 and read “Blessed is the nation whose God is the Lord.”

I remember how his face went sour with disapproval and he asked if I thought it was wise to “put 
something like that” in the Tribune.

I answered that it was on the opinion page and that was the opinion of the editor and publisher.
He didn’t change his sour look when he heard my explanation, and I remember the look and what 

he said next as if the incident happened yesterday.
“I suppose it is alright, if you like that kind of thing,” he said.
I felt the psalm spoke to the beliefs of the new young editor (me) and it was more than “that kind 

of thing” to me.

The businessman didn’t ask me to remove it, but he never advertised with the Tribune. 
It would be unfair to write that he refused to advertise with the this newspaper because he saw 

the psalm printed there. 
Not buying any advertising in this newspaper could have been due to lack of advertising dollars, a 

belief the Trib wouldn’t last very long -- and other factors.  I’m just writing about the man’s reaction 
back then because of how he looked and what he said. 

There's another reason I bring the subject up in this edition.
I received an email earlier today which asked: “When are you going to get rid of that ridiculous 

bible verse on page 2?”
The message came from someone who preferred to remain anonymous.  
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The only reason I’m giving the writer any space today is there seems to be a growing intolerance 
for people who recognize God, and specifically Jesus Christ, as the strength in their lives and the life of 
a nation. 

Maybe that’s because of the radical actions and statements of a few professed religious people 
who seem to have forgotten what faith in God is about.

I'm not forcing anyone to believe what I believe, but I am not ashamed of affirming what I believe 
in what I do and how I feel about America.

However, the editorial pages of this general circulation newspaper are always open for letters 
from all beliefs. 

It seems to me that fundamental faith in God and Christ is a strength this nation needs now more 
than ever.

So, to answer the question posed: “When are you going to get rid of that ridiculous bible verse on 
page 2?” let me respond by paraphrasing another popular statement: “The verse will be there until they 
pry my cold, dead fingers off of this keyboard.”

Posted 12/6/12

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY.

City Council's Property Tax Levy Could Increase Rate
During this week’s city council meeting the mayor and council members approved the same 

property tax levy as last year, but the tax rate will probably go up due to the anticipated decrease in 
property values. 

The city’s property tax rate is set to collect the funds for the dollar amount levy, which the 
council approved at $11,751,637. 

In a “worst-case scenario” the rate would go up if property values in Decatur decline by as much 
as 4 percent -- which is anticipated.

The rate of $1.29 per $100 of equalized assessed valuation would have to be raised to $1.34.
Are you starting to get that “glazed look” in your eyes that usually accompanies explanations 

about property values, levies, rates and equalized assessed valuation (EAV)?
Another way to explain it is, after the city council approved the dollar amount levy, if there is no 

change in property values, we will pay about the same as last year.
If property values decrease, then we will pay a higher percentage to make up the dollar levy 

because our property is worth less.
That’s how, in simple terms, we can end up paying a higher tax rate although the city’s tax levy is 

the same in dollars approved. 
The taxpayer rub is, if our property is worth less, shouldn’t we be paying less in taxes?
After all, we pay more in taxes when our property values go up.
The only way that could happen would be if the dollar amount levy was reduced -- and that’s not 

going to happen.
In fact, because of pension considerations, it is likely to increase in the years ahead -- as property 

values decrease.
What really makes the whole process tricky is that funds that are going to be needed for the next 

year won’t really be approved by the city council members until the next budget months from now.
Essentially, the city manager and his staff are trying to anticipate how much money will be needed 

and set a levy months before the next budget is presented to the city council. 
Since they don’t have the gift of prophecy, or have a crystal ball, there is no way to know exactly 

how much money will be needed beyond an “educated guess” based on previous years and projected 
needs.

A very important point to remember is that a city can approve a higher property tax rate in 
anticipation of a “worst case scenario” and then can reduce the rate if the “worst case scenario” 
doesn’t happen. 

However, once the tax rate is set, it cannot be increased.
The problem Decatur is now facing is how much are property values going to decrease, not only in 

the upcoming year, but in the following years?
If our property continues to decrease in value, how long should we be expected to pay the same, 

or more, in real estate taxes through a higher rate each year?
That’s the reason it is critical that there is economic growth and improved property values in the 

city’s future.
Without those factors, the tax burden on everyone will continue to increase and, in the case of 

property taxes, the tax rate will have to be increased every year. 
That is not an attractive scenario for the community and certainly is not positive in attracting jobs 

and people to the city.
During the years I served as mayor I remember the debate between those of us serving on the 

council at the time came down to dollar amount versus tax rate.
Those who wanted genuine tax relief for Decatur taxpayers argued that it was only possible by 

reducing the dollar amount of the levy and adjusting the tax rate down to reflect the savings.
The bottom line of such debates, when it comes to the property tax levy is that, even though 

taxpayers’ property value is less, adjusting the rate up to raise the same dollar amount translates into a 
property tax increase. 

That’s because you are paying the same amount, or more, in tax to the City but what you own is 
worth less.
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Posted 12/5/12

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY.

City Of Decatur Should Not Spend $50,000 
For Prize Money In Annual Golf Tournament

The Symetra Tour, an annual women’s golf tournament played at the Hickory Point Golf Course is 
asking the City of Decatur for financial help in continuing the tournament. 

The tour develops players for the LPGA and has been presented for 28 years. 
Most recently it was called the Tate & Lyle Players Championship but that company’s commitment 

to the tournament has ended and funds from somewhere else are needed for prize money.
The Village of Forsyth has already agreed to give $50,000, or half of the prize money needed.
Now, the City of Decatur, as I understand it, is being asked to kick in the other $50,000. 

It’s my opinion, for what its wort, the City should not be spending $50,000 for prize 
money on a golf tournament -- even one that has been successful for nearly 30 years.

That’s not the role of city government, plus the tournament is technically not even played in 
Decatur.

The Village of Forsyth has been looking for something to spend its accumulated hotel/motel tax 
on, and that’s where the funds are coming fund.

In fact, Forsyth has enough money in that fund to sponsor the event all by itself for the next few 
years.

There was a time when the City of Decatur had nearly a million dollars in its hotel/motel tax funds 
and the idea was to invest it in projects like “Looking for Lincoln” in order to bring tourism dollars to 
Decatur.

That was the case during the time I served as mayor and, if I remember correctly, some of the 
funds were spent on the African-American Civil War monument in the 300 block of North Water.

However, the bulk of the funds, when the City started experiencing financial problems, got 
transferred to the General Fund, in order to help with staying ahead of the impact of the recession.

The percentage of hotel/motel tax funds that once accumulated for “Looking for Lincoln” projects 
is no longer set aside for such projects. 

Even when we had a sizeable amount of the hotel/motel funds available they were not used to 
sponsor events.

In fact, contributions to popular events, such as the Decatur Celebration, have been on the small 
side -- something like $5,000 and the City has also provided safety services to help keep the Celebration 
safe, which is held downtown one weekend each summer.

As mayor, I can remember many promoters coming to the City and asking me for major 
contributions to keep their events going.

One time, Fred Puglia, founder and director of the Decatur Celebration, wanted the City to give 
the lion’s share of the cost of operating the festival because some of the major sponsors were no longer 
contributing -- either because the businesses shut down, or moved to other communities, or they felt 
they had contributed enough over the past quarter century.

I don’t remember that any council member, the city manager, or myself being supportive of 
becoming sponsors of events that required large contributions of taxpayers’ money.

By the way, the Decatur Celebration has survived and is on pretty solid financial footing at this 
point.

It moved forward with new ideas, a new director and forward-looking board members who turned 
it around.

Symetra Tour Is Great Event, But...

I believe the Symetra Tour is a great event for our area, and I applaud all who have worked so 
hard to make it happen for so long. 

The last few years have been difficult to keep the tournament going and, fortunately, Tate & Lyle 
stepped in to give a helping hand for awhile.

The tournament started charging admission fees which didn’t help in attracting spectators.
The recession has certainly been a part of hurting a lot of events because many companies pull 

back sponsorships during lean financial times.
I also believe that the City of Decatur should not contribute sizeable amounts of taxpayers’ money 

to major events in the area.
Once that door is opened, the requests will never stop.
That’s why I held that opinion, along with the council I served with, and still hold that opinion 

today.
It really is a slipperly slope -- even in good, properous times.
For several years, the Decatur Park District has felt the City should share some of the tax 

generated by the events it brings to the City.
After all, the events generate revenue for the City because of the people they bring to Decatur.
That’s sounds reasonable, but...
I really didn’t think it was a good idea when I was approached about by a few park district 

commissioners when I was mayor and I still don’t think it is a good idea. 
That’s because the City of Decatur already provides a lot of the basic safety services, roads, etc., 

that make such events possible.
Besides, where does the sharing of tax revenue stop?  What about all of the events held at Millikin, 

or Richland, or in the Decatur Public Schools which bring people to Decatur?
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Should other government bodies, institutions or organizations share in the tax revenue generated 
for the City by the events they bring to Decatur, too?

That’s another real slippery slope and I believe such sharing and donations are not good uses of 
taxpayers’ funds -- and would eventually force the City to increase taxes to make up the difference 
because of the shared revenue from its coffers.

Especially, since city coffers don’t have much revenue as it is.
But, as always, that’s just my opinion as someone who once had to make those decisions. 

Posted 12/5/12

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY. 

Davis, Scherer Say Thanks, Lumber Co. Closes, 
City Council Race Set

Our newly-elected Congressman Rodney Davis (R-13th District) has been spending some time in 
Decatur thanking everyone for their support.

I talked with Davis briefly at last week’s Community Thanksgiving Luncheon at the civic center, 
which was appropriate because he was really “thankful” to win, when many other Republicans on the 
state and national level lost.

By the way, I thought the food at the luncheon, which is presented by the  Greater Decatur 
Chamber of Com-merce, was extra good this year.  (Maybe I was extra hungry.)

Davis was also on WSOY’s Byers & Co. Monday morning and spoke at St. Teresa High School later in 
the a.m.  

I’m sure he maximized his time in Decatur and made the rounds to shake hands with a lot of 
people in Macon County.

The voters in Macon County played an important role in his victory.  He knew they would when he 
was running and his feeling was confirmed election day.

He was spending a lot of time in our city leading up to the time when he was selected to run by 
the chairmen of the counties in the district - and he told me he felt Decatur and Macon County were 
critical in winning the race.

Scherer To Hold Open House To Thank Volunteers, Others

I received an invitation to attend State Representative-Elect Sue Scherer’s Open House to be held 
in a few days.

Scherer, a Democrat, won the seat in the newly-created 96th House District earlier this month. 
The district includes most of Decatur.

Since the gathering is by invitation I won’t reveal any other details except she wants to use the 
occasion to thank volunteers and others associated with her victory.

“It is such an honor and so humbling to be elected as our new state representative,” wrote Sue to 
those receiving the invitation.

I’m sure it is an exciting time for Sue, her family, friends and volunteers.
Best wishes to her as she represents our community in Springfield.

Long-Time Decatur Business Closes Its Doors

I was so sorry to learn that Sims Lumber Company at 2320 North Oakland in Decatur has closed its 
doors for good.

The firm was a family-owned building material supply company and was founded in 1950 by J. 
Everett Sims. The Peck family acquired the company in 1978. The company was owned and operated by 
Jimmy Peck, who purchased it from his father in 2002.

Eleven employees worked at the lumber company.
I called the lumber company Monday and was told that, although the lumber company is closed the 

rental company is in business.
When you call the Sims Lumber Co. number at (217) 877-5700 you will get the rental company.

Three Incumbents, Two Challengers In City Council Race

Monday at 5:00 p.m. was the deadline for filing petitions to run for three four-year city council 
terms up for election in April.

Those who filed to run during the week before the deadline were incumbents Jerry Dawson, 
Patrick McDaniel and Julie Moore-Wolfe. 

They will be challenged by Derrick L. Thaxton Sr. and Craig Wilson.

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY.

Posted 11/28/12 

McDaniel Will Be First Name On The Ballot
  In City Council Election
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City Councilman Patrick McDaniel will be the first name on the ballot in April’s city council 
election.

City Clerk Linda Swartz started accepting petitions for three four-year city council seats up for 
election at 8:00 Monday morning and McDaniel was the only one to file.

Councilman Jerry Dawson filed later in the day so he will be the second name on the ballot.
As indicated in an earlier column, Councilwoman Julie Moore-Wolfe is expected to also file and 

may have done so by now
That means all three incumbents are running for re-election. 
Several have taken out petitions to run for city council and they will have until the close of 

business on Monday (Nov. 26) to file their petitions. 
Is there an advantage in being first on the ballot?
It certainly doesn’t hurt a candidate to lead the list of names and that’s why challengers should be 

there at 8:00 a.m. on the first day of filing to try and get the top spot.
What happens if more than one candidate shows up at 8:00 a.m. on the first day of filing?
Well, they go outside in front of the civic center and wrestle to see who gets to be first!
Okay, so I’m kidding.
If more than one candidate shows up at 8:00 a.m., there is a lottery held on another day to draw 

the names of all of the candidates who were there at 8:00 a.m. and determine ballot order.
Since McDaniel was the lone filer at 8:00 a.m., there will be no lottery and his name will be first 

on the ballot.
If a challenger was serious about running for a council seat, why didn’t he or she show up at 8:00 

a.m. and have a shot at being first on the ballot?
It could have been that any challenger wanted to see if all of the incumbents are running before 

making a decision to run.
Since the three incumbents have good name recognition, being first on the ballot probably doesn’t 

mean as much as it would if some open seats were available.
When I ran for mayor the first time I was elected, I had opponents file the same time I did -- at 

8:00 a.m. on the first filing day including an incumbent city council member.
So, we had to go back for the lottery draw to determine the order the names would appear on the 

ballot.
City Councilwoman Betsy Stockard’s name was drawn first and I believe my name was drawn third.
The primary election was to reduce the mayoral race to the two candidates who received the most 

votes.
Four mayoral candidates were enough to cause a primary election.  That number has now been 

increased.
Back then, a primary election for city council seats was necessary if more than six candidates were 

running for three seats.  
Today, a city council primary is necessary if more than 12 candidates file.
The increase in number of candidates allowed before there is a primary election makes a primary 

election for mayor and city council almost a procedure of the past.
This year, with three city council seats open and three incumbents running for the seats, it’s hard 

to see that 10 challengers will be running against the 3 incumbents for a total of 13 candidates to force 
a primary.

Regardless of where a person’s name is drawn in the lottery, the general election ballot’s 
candidate name order is determined by how the candidate finish in the primary.

Since there will be no primary, McDaniel and Dawson will be the first names on the ballot because 
of filing order.

My opponent in the General Election in 2003 was Dave Butts and, as an interesting sidenote, the 
fourth mayoral candidate in that primary was Pat McDaniel, who would 8 years later go on to win a city 
council seat and now is running for re-election for a four-year term.

It’s a small world when it comes to city government.

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY. 

‘Sniffing Out’ My Dropped Car Keys

After stopping at the downtown post office for the mail, I got inside my car and dropped my car keys. I 
heard them go down between the seat and the center console.

I tried to reach between the seat and console to retrieve them, but my hand wouldn’t fit.
I also tried to adjust the seat so I would have more room to reach down -- but it didn’t improve 

the situation.
I figured I might be able to scrape out the keys by using a snow scraper with a long handle that I 

had in the back seat.
That didn’t work.

By now, I had worked for ten minutes, without success, trying to retrieve the keys. 
I got down on my knees outside the car so that I could feel under the seat with my hand, but I 

didn’t feel any keys.
It was about this time that I noticed a guy sitting in his car across the street watching what I was 

doing -- probably wondering if he should call the police.

I thought, maybe I could get a better look at the space between the seat, if I got in the back seat 
to view it from behind.
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That should really have caused the man in his car across the street to open his eyes wider, when 
he saw me get out of the driver’s side door and climb into the back seat of the car.

I couldn’t see any better from behind than I could from the front.

Fortunately, I had two snow scrapers in the back seat and I wedged both of them between the seat 
and console to create a little space.

I didn’t hear any keys drop, so I reached my hand into the space and then got my hand caught!
I was finally able to pull out my hand (it was bruised purple for a few days) and decided to try one 

last attempt to retrieve the keys.
I knew they were in there somewhere.

So, I got out of the car and returned to the back seat while the guy across the street was still 
watching.

I figured, if I could get my head down low enough, I could look under the seat and see if the keys 
were lodged in the springs.

I don’t know if you’ve ever tried to look under your car seat from inside the car -- but it’s not 
easy.

The human body is not suppose to bend the way you have to bend to get your head on the 
floorboard.

I could  have gotten on my knees outside of the car and looked under the seat, but I had done that 
once already and didn’t see any keys.  

Besides, I was parked on a busy street and I didn’t want to end up as someone’s hood ornament.
So, I did what I had to do.
I got my head down on the floorboard of the back seat with my legs and feet way up on the back 

seat.
I can only imagine what the guy in the car across the street was thinking as he watched.

With the side of my face against the floorboard I could see my keys wedged on the track that 
moves the seat forward and back.

I was able to knock them loose with a snow scraper and get them in my hand. The whole process 
had taken 20-25 minutes.

When I got upright and was back in the front seat the guy across the street was still watching from 
his car.

I drove off as if I did that sort of thing all the time.
I was surprised, especially after getting my head on the floorboard, that the guy in the car didn’t 

come across the street and ask what I was doing.
I had the perfect answer.
“What am I doing?  I’m training to become a member of the Decatur Police Department’s canine 

unit to sniff drugs out of cars.”
Thankfully, I again had my keys-- along with my sense of humor.

* * * *

You can write to Paul Osborne at decaturtribune@aol.com
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Civic War Monument In Central Park 
Has Time Capsule Inside

I had an old friend call me the other day and ask if I remembered that a time capsule had been 
buried in Central Park when the new bandstage was built in 1976.

The subject came up because of the demolition of the bandstage, and about everything else in 
that end of the park, the past few weeks.

He thought there was a time capsule buried close to the bandstage.
With all of the demolition and digging that has taken place, if there was a capsule near the 

bandstage it would have been uncovered by now.
However, there is a time capsule inside the bottom of the Civil War monument located on the west 

side of the park, not far from the bandstage.
That statue is the only part of that section of the park that hasn’t been reduced to rubble or 

excavated.
I wasn’t there when the monument was originally dedicated in 1904 (regardless of what some 

think) but I was there in 1976 when the time capsule was placed in the monument base. Somewhere I 
have photos of the special occasion but I have not been successful in locating them.  I’ll keep looking 
and when I find them, I’ll do a “Scrapbook” story about the monument and its move to its present 
location.

I talked with the City of Decatur’s Public Works Director Rick Marley about the capsule and he 
indicated that his research did not find a second time capsule in the park -- just the one that is located 
in the Civil War monument.

Obviously, with that part of the park completely dug up, they would have found it by now.
Marley did confirm the presence of a time capsule in the base of the Civil War statue, not only 

from newspaper reports at the time, but the City was able to get a tiny camera through a bolt hole in 
the statue’s base and saw the capsule inside.

As part of Central Park’s new design and construction work, the Civil War monument will be moved 
to the south side of the park.

Will the time capsule be opened when the move is made?
Marley indicated that present plans call for the statue and it’s base to be moved as one unit, 

meaning the time capsule would remain inside during the move.
The move will be the second one for the statue. 
Back in 1976, in order to accommodate the new bandstage, the statue was moved from its site 

east of its present location, to where it now stands, so that seating for the bandstage could be 
accommodated.

Maybe the south side of the park is the most appropriate place for it to be since the Grand Army of 
the Republic was formed in an upper room in one of the buildings across the street and a little east on 
South Park Street. 

Central Park is going to look a lot different (especially the west end) than it has looked in a long 
time when the project is completed.

As the photo at the top of the page  indicates, the removal of the bandstage and seating area is 
going to make the park appear to be much larger with more grass.

The park has already been extended on the west side (Water Street) and will also be extended on 
the east side (Franklin Street) when that part of the construction is finished.
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One thing is for certain: it will still be home to that impressive Civil War monument that has stood 
in Central Park for over a century.  

It remains the “senior structure” in terms of being located in the park.  The Transfer House was 
moved to the park from Lincoln Square in 1962.  The new fountain was constructed in 2002. 

(Posted 11/14/12)

Thoughts On Reporting Elections Past And Present

• I remember covering election day after I became publisher of the print edition of this newspaper 
many years ago -- and, back then, it was routine to work all night putting the results together in time 
for the newspaper to be printed early Wednesday morning.  It was actually a lot of fun and I always 
knew I would be working until the sun came up the next morning.  

The advances in technology, the internet explosion with all of the media websites, Facebook, 
Twitter, etc., and a lot more electronic coverage that didn’t exist when I first started as editor, have 
made the role in election vote statistics in our print newspaper edition less critical than in past years.

• I remember one election, many years ago, when I worked especially hard to get all of the vote 
totals in the Tribune that week and the press was almost rolling before I got finished.

That was a lot of pressure because the totals had to be gathered and updated without computers 
and all of the tools we have today.

I was really exhausted when it was finished. 
I remember wondering after the Trib hit the street that day if anyone really cared about how hard 

we worked to get them the results.
A few days later, I received a postcard (that was before anyone had email, or even heard of it) 

from a reader in Decatur who wrote: “The election coverage looks great.  It’s apparent you had to work 
all night on it.”

Sometimes, a single, positive comment from someone can so make your day that decades later you 
still quote it.

• I also have a bittersweet memory of covering the election of 1970 and just finishing up when my 
wife started having labor pains.  We drove to the hospital and our daughter Kimberly Kay Osborne was 
born on Nov. 4th -- early the next morning.

When Kimberly grew up I had planned to joke with her about her arrival just after the election 
results were ready for the Tribune.

Kimberly passed away the following year, and I cannot think of an election day without being 
reminded of that election night so long ago.

• We were still compiling election day results to print in the next day’s Tribune when I was elected 
to my first term as mayor in 2003.

There wasn’t much time to celebrate victory for either the primary election or general election 
wins.

After attending the victory party at Carolyn’s Cafe (where the Downtown Cafe is now located), and 
talking with reporters from the other news media, I had to head back to the newspaper and get the 
election day stories in the Trib before we went to press.

Phil Jacobs, a photographer from the Herald & Review came to our newspaper office and shot a 
photo of me working on the newspaper that would carry the election results. 

The Herald & Review used it in their next edition. It was kind of a strange connection: the other 
newspaper shooting a photo of the winner to run with its story and the winner was the editor of this 
newspaper working on our election edition! 

I’m not sure that’s ever happened before anywhere -- especially in a city the size of Decatur.

In Other Miscellaneous Election Items...

• John Harvey of Oakley wrote to me a few days ago stating: “I am glad that this election is 
finished.  If you pay much attention to the campaign ads, you wonder how the candidates succeeded in 
staying out of jail this long, with all of the crimes against common sense and humanity their opponents 
uncover. 

“Another thing I have to wonder about is, how come there are no prosecutions based upon these 
revealed misdeeds?  Sure seems strange to me.”

• Along the same line as John’s letter let me address the rumor that is making the rounds and 
write that it is not true that several candidates have now scheduled appointments for surgery to deal 
with what can only be called “Pinocchio nose”. For several it’s probably going to require major surgery-
-or so the rumor goes. 

• I understand some families in Chicago have reunions on election day because family members 
who passed away years ago, always return to vote -- at least that’s what I heard. 

• This is the first election I've ever seen where a sitting Illinois governor was used in negative 
campaigning by both parties!  I found it strange and amusing that Governor Pat Quinn, our state's 
Democrat governor, was pictured in background of commercials against Republican Mike McElroy and 
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Democrat Andy Manar in the 48th State Senate District campaign.  It's not very flattering when 
commercials from your own party use your photo to connect you in giving a reason as to why the 
member of the other party shouldn't be elected.  It's been a strange time in Springfield.  Pat Quinn 
didn't get any respect from either party in this campaign!

• If I was asked to characterize the campaign of 2012, I would use Mark Twain’s quote from over a 
century ago:  “Get your facts first, and then you can distort them as much as you please.”

Posted From 11/7/12 edition of the print edition of the Decatur Tribune. 

* * * *

You can write to Paul Osborne at decaturtribune@aol.com

African-American Civil War Soldiers Monument in 300 block of North Water St.

African-American Civil War Soldiers Monument
Will Be Identified With Information About It
At The Site In 300 Block North Water Street

A few weeks ago I wrote about concerns some former Decaturites expressed when they viewed the 
African-Amer-ican Civil War Soldiers Monument in the 300 block of North Water Street.

They thought the sculpture was beautiful but were concerned that there isn’t a storyboard or 
some other information available at the monument to explain what it represents and the fact that 
sculptor Preston Jackson is from Decatur.

Apparently, those concerns are now on their way to being alleviated as plans are in the process of 
placing appropriate information at the monument site to tell its story.
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After my story ran about the absence of information at the monument, Jeff Hendricks, executive 
director of the Decatur Area Convention & Visitors Bureau dropped by my office to show me a format 
for a storyboard that he had created earlier. 

I think what he had created is very attractive, informative and compatible with other storyboards 
in the downtown area like the one near the Transfer House in Central Park.

Hendrick’s office is near the monument and he mentioned that he observes many people coming 
and going at the sculpture.

I also heard from Joy Kessler of Peoria, who is Preston Jackson’s assistant.
Kessler wrote: “As Preston's assistant, and also a Decatur native, I can say that Preston and I both 

agree that ‘From the Cottonfield to the Battlefield’ should have some signage explaining the piece to 
the public.  

“As the person who negotiated the terms of the creation of the sculpture, I can tell you that it was 
always contemplated that the City would create a plaque to accompany the sculpture. 

“I believe you are correct that when Preston presented the project to the City Council, there was 
no discussion of signage.  But in numerous conversations and emails with Kim Bauer, the City's 
representative, we definitely discussed what the City would do to identify the piece.

“Originally, there was to be a bronze plaque, identifying the artist and detailing the history 
represented by the sculpture. When the time to install the piece neared, and no plaque had been 
ordered, Preston and the installer suggested that the title, name of the sculptor, date, and the 
commissioning entity or major sponsors be engraved on the small rectangle of granite that is visible on 
the side of the piece. 

“Because the City was contracting with the installer, we understood that the language would be 
provided by Kim Bauer. We also understood that there would be a storyboard with information about 
the content of the sculpture added at some time in the future. 

“Unfortunately, neither of those things occurred. We appreciate your airing this issue, and hope 
the situation will be corrected soon.”

City Manager Responds

Kim Bauer has moved on to a position out of Decatur, so 
I talked with City Manager Ryan McCrady about the arrangement to provide information at the 
monument and he indicated a desire to do so.

He also said part of the reason for the initial delay in putting a storyboard at the monument site 
was due to the understanding the location might be a temporary one.

That is no longer the case as the site is now permanent.
McCrady indicated that he hopes to move ahead with something like a storyboard to provide 

information at the monument.
As I mentioned in what I wrote about the monument a few weeks ago, I was mayor at the time we 

decided to commission Preston Jackson to create the monument.
Although I remember that a location for the monument was discussed by council, I don’t 

remember that we talked much, if any, about information availability at the site.
I guess we assumed that would be a part of it.
I also talked with Public Works Director Rick Marley and he was enthusiastic about moving ahead 

with some kind of information, like a storyboard,  at the monument site.
With changes in personnel and renovation in other parts of downtown the past few years, the 

storyboard idea at the monument got temporarily lost in everything that’s been happening. 
From my conversations with Hendricks, McCrady and Marley, I didn’t get any sense the omission 

was intentional.
In fact, all seemed eager to get some kind of signage at the monument location.
I wouldn’t expect any opposition from the mayor or city council members in better identifying a 

real asset to the downtown area -- and the community. 
I’m pleased that some of our readers brought the absence of a storyboard to my attention so that I 

could write something about it.  I really hadn’t thought about it with everything else going on.
I think telling the story of the statue, and the man who created it, makes the monument even 

more interesting to those who visit the site.
Thanks to the former students of Decatur High School and Stephen Decatur High School who 

noticed what was missing at the monument when they viewed it during trips back for a reunion -- and 
wrote me about it.

* * * *

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY. 

Some New Sidewalks Along Eldorado Being Redone Because 
They Don’t Meet Americans With Disabilities Act Specs By As 
Little As 1/10th Of An Inch

In case you are wondering why construction crews are back working on some of the sidewalks 
along Eldorado Street -- it’s due to the federal government not paying its share of the construction costs 
for the project because, in some places, sidewalks miss American With Disabilities Act (ADA) regulations 
by as little as 1/10th of an inch!

That’s right -- 1/10th of an inch off in some places and the Department of Justice  has told the 
City of Decatur it wants corrections made before the City will receive its funding for the project.

I was alerted to the problem by a business owner in the area who couldn’t believe that sidewalks 
would have to be reconstructed because they were off as little as 1/10th of an inch.

I thought there might be some mistake so I talked to City of Decatur Public Works Director Rick 
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Marley about it and he confirmed that, reconstructing some of the sidewalks was because, when the 
feds checked the walks, some places did not meet ADA standards by as little as 1/10th of an inch.

Marley said the standards for the sidewalks indicate the “cross slope” of the sidewalk must be 2 
inches.

“We found out, along with other communities in the state, that there is no leaway on the 2-inch 
cross slope -- even 1/10 of an inch,” Marley told me.

When the City tried to plead its case that it was such a small amount, and it would not cause any 
harm to anyone using the sidewalk, the plea fell on deaf ears.

Essentially, the response the City received was “it’s the law”.
Since Big Government is paying 80% of the cost of the project, the 80% will not be paid until the 

problem is addressed successfully.
The Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) is the entity that has the contract with the 

construction firm, not the City.
IDOT is unwilling to force the contractor to make the necessary changes to bring the sidewalks up 

to the standards.
So, the City has negotiated a deal with Otto Baum to share the cost of making repairs. Otto Baum 

will do the work at cost.
Not all of the sidewalks have to be replaced.
Another construction firm has drilled holes in the sidewalk at some locations and performed “mud 

jacking” where concrete is pumped in to bring the sidewalks into compliance.
Marley told me that work is finished.
For sidewalks that are more than a little off, and they can’t be adjusted by mud jacking, 

replacement of the new walks is being done.
The City is caught in a “Catch 22” situation.
Since IDOT, or any other government entity refused to force the contractor to redo the work, and 

will not pay for its share of the cost of the project until it is in compliance, the City doesn’t have many 
options -- like one or none.

If the City decided to sue the contractor to make the repairs to bring it up to standards, that’s 
going to be difficult since the contract is between IDOT and the contractor -- not the City and the 
contractor.

The bottom line is the contractor and City hammered out an agreement for the work to be done at 
cost and the City shares about half of the cost.

Quite frankly, it points out the strings that are attached when state or federal money is involved in 
a local project.

They create nearly impossible standards for contractors and communities to meet and then won’t 
lift a finger to remedy any situation.

Marley told me that cross slopes will now be constructed at 1 1/2” instead of 2” for fear that one 
or more might end up being off 1/10th of an inch.

I can’t for the life of me understand why 1/10th of an inch difference should require such 
adjustments -- except of course, it’s Big Government ordering communities around.

Frankly, I don’t worry about 1/10th of an inch off on a cross slope as much as I do tripping over the 
huge cracks in a lot of the old sidewalks around town.

Just think of the money that is being used to correct 1/10th of an inch and how it could be used to 
pour new sidewalks in those areas where an elephant could trip over the cracks.

If 1/10th of an inch off is enough to tear up a new section of sidewalk because it might be a safety 
hazard, is it any wonder that the cost of government continues to skyrocket? 

Posted from the print edition of the Decatur Tribune 11/7/2012

* * * *

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every Thursday morning 
over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY. 

A ‘Heart-Healthy’ Conversation In McDonald’s 
I stopped for a sandwich at McDonald’s on West Eldorado Street late one evening last week and 

ended up having an interesting conversation with an old friend.
Former State Representative John Dunn was in McDonald’s at the same time, so we sat together at 

a table to eat and talk. 
I’ve known John for over 40 years, all the way back to the time when I was the young editor of this 

newspaper and he was a young attorney serving on the Decatur City Council.

John Dunn also served as our state representative for 20 years working for the district that 
included Decatur.

We shared memories of his years as a city councilman and state legislator -- and my years as 
mayor.

We talked about the good times and not-so-good times.

As we talked about politics of the past and present, we discussed how campaigns and public 
service have changed a lot over the years and how attacks on opponents have become more “personal” 
than they once were.

It’s only my opinion, as a long-time observer, writer and participant in campaigns, but winning, 
regardless of the cost in money and character, has become much more important than presenting a 
clear vision of how to improve the lives of citizens.

I am disturbed by the character assassinations of people who seek election -- on both sides of the 
aisle.

Believe me, the tone of many campaigns has become so personal and demeaning to a candidate’s 
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character, it is no wonder that many good men and women refuse to get involved in something so 
“dirty” as “politics”.

Running for election should be about service to the people, not about service to a party or 
personal gain.

John Dunn’s political views are not exactly the same as mine, but that’s never made a difference 
in our friendship. 

I admire and support people who deep down care about our community and unselfishly work hard 
to make it better for all of us -- whether that is in public office or as a private citizen.

When John decided to retire as state representative many years ago he came by my office to tell 
me and we talked about his service and our friendship and got a little choked up about both.

A little over four years ago, when I ended my mayoral service, John brought a dozen red roses to 
the newspaper to thank me for my service in office.

He said he didn’t know if it was appropriate to give a man roses, but he wanted to say thanks in 
that way.

The gesture meant a lot to me because of our long friendship and he was one who understood how 
difficult and emotional it was to retire or step away from a public office.

When we left McDonald’s, John headed for the hospital to do some volunteer work -- still showing 
his love for helping out and making the community better long after he left public office.

My meal at McDonald’s was probably not the healthiest (I should of had a salad like John), but the 
conversation with an old friend who shares my love for Decatur is always “good for the heart”.

Posted from the print edition of the Decatur Tribune 10/26/2012

* * * *

You can write Paul Osborne at decaturtribune@aol.com

Class of 1962 50th reunion cake

Memories Of The SDHS Class Of 1962
During the years that I served as Decatur’s mayor I enjoyed doing  many things the office required 

and I especially enjoyed the opportunity to honor people that I had written about in this newspaper 
over the years.

It’s no secret that I love history, especially the history of Decatur and Central Illinois, and honoring 
those who had made history was always special to me, no matter how many times I did it.

This week, on page 12 of the print edition of the Decatur Tribune, Janet (Ward) Huth, of Stephen 
Decatur High School’s Class of 1962, has an article and photos about the recent 50th reunion of the 
class.

Janet mentioned in the article that I was on hand to read an official proclamation honoring the 
class during its 45th reunion at the Beach House in 2007.

I remember that night with great fondness because all of the 1962 SDHS state championship 
basketball team (except for Dave Hayes who was deceased) and coaches were present and everyone was 
in a good mood.

It was one of those events that made me feel really good because I not only talked with the 
players, coaches, students, but honored them.

I enjoyed listening to all of the stories of Ken Barnes, a superstar on the Runnin’ Reds team, about 
his high school days in Decatur.

It seems like only yesterday, but that was five years ago. Barnes passed away last year, along with 
one of the three cheerleaders on the team who were also at the 2007 reunion, as Janet mentioned in 
her article.

Every graduating class celebrating its 50th reunion has special memories of those days long ago 
when they were teenagers in high school.

When the Class of 1962 graduated, JFK was in the White House and the war in Vietnam was ahead.
Later in the year the Transfer House would be moved from Lincoln Square and a lot of other things 
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began to change in Decatur.
Fifteen years after the Runnin’ Reds won the state championship the old high school and Kintner 

Gym (where so much basketball history was made) were demolished.

The Decatur Civic Center is now located on the site, Stephen Decatur High School moved into a 
new building on the city’s northside and it was later converted into a middle school.

Now, there isn’t a Stephen Decatur High School - except in the memories of those who attended 
there.

I’m sure none of the students who attended 50 years ago ever thought their 1962 state basketball 
championship would be the last one the school would ever win because the high school had won three 
previous titles and was in the “Sweet Sixteen” many times. 

Yes, a lot has happened in the past half century in Decatur and the world.
That makes it even more important to remember the people and events that helped make Decatur 

a great city with fantastic memories to share.

Love For Newspapers Started In Childhood 
This week is being observed as National Newspaper Week, a time to focus on the role

of newspapers in our society.
The way citizens receive information today is a lot different than a century ago

when newspapers were about the only source of information.
Community newspapers, such as this one, continue to flourish because of the

close connection to hometown people and the news about their lives.
When I was a kid, there was  something special about writing a story, having it

printed on paper and then having people read it.
I loved to read newspapers.
When I was in grade school I produced a family newspaper.  I typed it on an old

typewriter using carbon paper. 
When I started revealing too much information, my family newspaper career came

to a screeching halt!
I learned about censorship.

While a teenager I was able to purchase a used mimeograph from Haines & Essick and
produced the “Christian Crusader” which was later underwritten by the Hammond Church of Christ.
It had a sizeable readership and I really enjoyed the process.

While still a teenager, I purchased an old Chandler & Price letterpress from a minister
in Decatur and a friend, Mike Ferguson, and I had to move that cast iron relic out of the
man’s basement!

When we got it home, along with all of the type and type cases, we managed to get
it in the garage (with a tractor and scoop) and I thought I had discovered a hidden treasure. 

It used real type -- and I could print things on it for people to read -- like a
newspaper.

Obviously, there are a lot of stories that could be told of how I got from the Chandler
& Price letterpress in our garage to become editor and publisher of this newspaper
years later.

When I think of the twists and turns along the way, and the choices I made, I
even have a hard time believing all that happened which shaped my life and enhanced
my love for journalism and newspapers over the years.

I’ve always believed in the power of the printed word to have impact on the lives
of people and their choices.

I’ve also been aware of the responsibility that comes with publishing.

When I settled into a career, I worked at Caterpillar and Illinois Power, but that love
for printing and newspapers took me to the University of Illinois and a public relations firm --
writing and producing newspapers.

It wasn’t long before I missed Decatur, came back and started the publishing
business that would several years later buy this newspaper.  

Over the years, the technology has changed and computers have replaced about all
of the old newspaper equipment.

Although employees have come and gone, there remains a core of dedicated staff
members who have been with me for decades and contribute so much to this newspaper’s
success.

Each week, when a new edition of the Decatur Tribune rolls off of the press and I
pick it up and look through its pages, I have the same feeling for the printed word that
I had when the first print job rolled off of that old Chandler & Price letterpress in the garage.

There’s something about impacting a community by putting words and photos on
newsprint that still fascinates me just as it did when I was a child.
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I hope the passion that I have for this newspaper and the community can be seen
every week in the pages of the Decatur Tribune.

For me, every week is National Newspaper Week.
Posted 10/12/12

Some Stray Thoughts ‘Just Between Us’
• It’s been a long time since I bought a hamburger in a restaurant that had a full slice 

of onion on it.  Those local establishments that once put a full onion slice on my hamburger 
now put a few rings of onion.  There’s not enough onion there to even create bad breath!  To 
me, it was always the slice of onion that added a great taste to a hamburger.  

• I’ve always been patriotic but even more so as I grow older.  Lately, when I feel a 
sense of pride and love for my country when the national anthem is played I’ve started to 
wonder if those strong feelings are for the nation we are today -- or the nation we were in 
the past.

• I’m always inspired when I play the song “America” as sung by the late Ray Charles. 
 When he sings, “I’m talking about America, sweet America”, it makes a chill run up my 
spine.  That’s because he always sang it with his “soul” and, somewhere along the way, it 
seems that America has lost its “soul” and we need to find “sweet America” again.

• America is the land of opportunity for success, not a guarantee of success -- at least, 
that’s the way I’ve always felt about it.  

• For one of the businesses that recently moved out of downtown complaining there 
wasn’t any nearby parking spaces for their customers, I know a way that situation could 
have been improved. Maybe, if their employees hadn’t filled up the parking spaces close to 
their front door each day, there would have been parking spots available for their customers.

• I don’t think there’s been a more enduring television comedy program than “I Love 
Lucy”.  The show, over a half century after the original series aired, still attracts over 40 
million viewers a year in all of the countries it plays in different languages.  I don’t see it 
often, but when I do catch part of the program Lucy is still funny.  Her comedy is ageless.

• I was in the South Shores Dairy Queen the other day and the young woman who took 
my order was extremely polite.  I complimented her by saying that I thought she did an 
extremely good job and congratulated her on the excellent service.  She then got a puzzled 
look on her face, as if she had never been told that before. I think we should compliment 
people more when we see they do a good job.

• If a business should be given a special City of Decatur honor for enduring this year’s 
downtown streetscape construction, it should be Pastabilities in the 100 block of East Main 
St.  Just when I thought that all of the street work was finished in front of their location, I 
looked out my office window and the 100 block of East Main Street was closed again while 
some more digging was being done. It’s been closed for a week this time and the clock is 
still running. One of my first official actions as mayor was to help cut the ribbon to open 
Pastabilities so I have a soft spot in my heart for it and I they have great food. Make a 
special effort to patronize Pastabilities.  They work hard, are very community-minded and 
deserve to have a lot of continued success. 

• I have been receiving a lot of “letters to the editor” lately because of the upcoming 
election.  I’ve received a few calls about why a person’s letter wasn’t printed.  There’s a 
simple answer:  I’m printing the letters in the order that I receive them. Thanks for your 
patience.   --posted on 10/4/12 from the print edition of the Decatur Tribune

Big Eyesore Destined For 
Demolition 
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The North Franklin Street side of the Barnes Parking Garage.

By Paul Osborne

Did you ever talk to someone who had a big spot on their face and you couldn’t avoid 
looking at it even though everything else about them was beautiful?

Well, the Barnes Citizens Building Parking Garage is the big ugly spot on the face of 
downtown.

So much of the downtown area has been transformed with a new look, but that wart of a 
structure, puts off plenty of negative vibes. 

Its deplorable condition didn’t happen overnight.
I was starting my second term as mayor when some complaints were being registered about 

the condition of the garage.
In fact, I complained about it after a chunk of concrete fell off of the ceiling and damaged 

my car.  Pieces of concrete were routinely falling from ceilings in other parts of the garage.
The city began working with the owner of the garage to get repairs made.  Part of the 

garage was blocked off because of the danger and, eventually, all of the garage was shut down.
In the initial stages of what to do with the garage, I believed the best option was to see the 

owner repair it because it was a viable asset in that area of downtown.
That certainly was my goal as mayor and I think it was the goal for several years of the 

present mayor and city manager.
But that hasn’t worked out, for a number of reasons that I won’t get into again.
It is past time to take it down and move ahead. 

Garage Used As Restroom

Homeless people use the garage as a place to sleep at night. 
Some business owners have indicated to me that people are also using it as a public 

restroom and, it isn’t unusual to open their back doors into the garage and find someone lurking 
nearby or relieving themselves.

Parking was banned in the garage a few years ago because it was found to be unsafe. A 
fence was placed around some of it to keep people from parking there or walking through it.

Obviously, some people, despite the danger involved from falling concrete pieces, still 
sleep and eat there, and use it as a restroom.

This newspaper occupied the building next to it for a lot of years, but the fencing closed 
off all of our doors except the front door -- curtailing some of our operation.

Anyone coming to our office was made to feel like they were walking into a war zone with 
fencing starting a couple of feet from the only door we had left.

We also had to transport our trash several blocks away to dispose of it, since the trash 
collectors couldn’t get near our building and we didn’t want to set it on the sidewalk next to the 
front door.

Some of the other business owners on the block had (and have) similar experiences.
I was willing to put up with the discomfort for awhile, thinking it wouldn’t be that long --

but after three years of not much happening except condemnation of the property (which didn’t 
cause anything to change) I decided to move our offices to Millikin Court in August of 2010.

I certainly hated to leave the location but I couldn’t have employees working, or customers 
coming to the newspaper, within a few feet of a condemned multi-story parking garage.

Besides, I didn’t think there was going to be any meaningful movement in doing something 
with the garage in the near future.

I was reluctant to move, but Tony Romano, who was remodeling the Millikin Court building, 
talked to me a few times about relocating there and, since his building was filling up fast, I 
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decided to let him remodel offices for us and made the move.
The parking garage issue drove several businesses from their locations near or next to it.
Several of them, like the Tribune, moved to Millikin Court because they wanted to stay 

downtown.
Tony Romano and Romano Co. worked hard to fill up Millikin Court and today, out of the six 

floors in the building, only one or two small offices are available for lease.
The Millikin Court building looks great, inside and out, and it has worked out well for us --

even though some materials and equipment were moved into storage at another location away 
from downtown.

Employees and visitors like it at our new location and our neighbors in the building are 
great.  Many of them I knew before we moved here.

Impacted On Several Others

While it has worked out fine for this newspaper, it has not worked out as well for some in 
the 200 block of North Park Street.

A lot of that is due to the parking garage still standing which hurt several businesses, 
including ours.

Today, the PNC bank is no longer  located next to the parking garage chosing to downsize 
and move away from the core area.  Many of the offices in the Citizens Office Building have 
relocated.

Not all of it, but a lot of that movement, was connected to the parking garage issue.
Last week, Glen W. Nordholm Insurance was in the process of moving into the east side of 

our old location (our location was actually two buildings joined together).  With the parking 
garage still standing, it is going to be difficult to lease the west side of the building which is 
immediatley next to the condemned garage.

The owner of the Subway restaurant located next to the former Tribune location told me 
months ago the fenced-up garage had hurt his business because it restricted foot traffic from the 
north to his facility. (They walked through the garage and it was more convenient to get there.)

However, he does plan to expand the Subway sometime in the future, so he believes 
problems with the garage will be resolved.

Bard Optical, which was located on the corner of North Park and Franklin about the same 
number of years the Tribune was located in the same block, moved out a few months ago, citing 
problems with parking for its customers.

Ideal Location In The Future

The row of buildings in the 200 block of North Park, will present an ideal location for 
businesses once something is done with the parking garage.

That’s why it is good news that the city manager has stated the parking garage will come 
down this winter.

What is left will not look very nice for awhile, but with the garage gone, there is a great 
opportunity to make that area extremely attractive again through facade improvement, 
landscaping and some street level parking.

There’s been a lot of improvements in downtown during the past few years -- but none will 
be bigger than demolishing that multi-story hunk of ugliness that spreads negative feelings about 
our city to everyone who sees it -- and certainly affects economic development in that area.

I can attest to its negative impact from first-hand experience and I know I won’t be the 
only one really disappointed if that garage doesn’t come down this winter.

* * * *

Listen to the “City Hall Insider” hour with Paul Osborne on Byers & Co. at 7:00 every 
Thursday morning over NEWS/TALK 1340 WSOY. 

Previous Posts

There Wasn't Even Standing Room Only For 
Dedication Of World War II Memorial 

There wasn’t even “standing room only” in the Decatur Civic Center Auditorium at noon last Friday for the 
dedication of the World War II Memorial. 

The event was moved inside from the memorial outside due to the threat of rain and every bit of space 
was filled with people wanting to be a part, or witness, the special ceremony.

As I mentioned on the front page, I was there and shot some photos (page 17) and, by the time I finished 
people were coming out of the civic center after being turned away due to no more space to put them.

I talked with David Freyling Co-Chair of the Memorial Committee in Central Park on Sunday (for the 
“Cruising for 9/11” car show) and he told me that he made the decision to stop admitting people to the 
auditorium because there was no place to put them -- seated or standing.

“It was completely full,” he said.  “People were even sitting on the steps in the aisles.”
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